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Mansfieldand Legge’s assertionthat vergence state does
not affect perceived alignment, we have shown that the
perceived relative directions of mixed- and equal-
contrast targets are in fact affected by eye position as
predicted by the conventional theory of binocular visual
direction.
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INTRODUCTION

Banks et al. (1997) discuss two issues arising from our
investigations of the influence of interocular contrast
differences on binocular visual direction (Mansfield &
Legge, 1995,1996).The two issuesare (1)whether or not
the cyclopean eye is displaced towards the eye with
higher contrast; and (2) the role of vergence in the
computation of visual direction. In general, we accept
Banks and colleagues’two points,but their commentsdo
not challenge the principal conclusion from our study.
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tTo whom all correspondenceshouldbe addressed.

In our original study (Mansfield & Legge, 1996) we
measured the horizontal location at which a binocularly
viewed Gabor target with equal contrast in each eye
appeared alignedwith another target at a different depth,
and with different contrasts in each eye. We found that
the alignment point was not determined by the simple
average of the left and right eye’s direction signals as
predicted by the prevailing theories of binocular visual
direction (see One, 1991; Ono & Mapp, 1995). Instead,
our data showed that the perceived alignment between
the mixed- and equal-contrastGaborswas determinedby
a weighted average of the direction signals from the left
and right eyes. We proposeda model for the weightingof
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FIGURE1.
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Models for the binocularcomputationof visual direction. (A) The schemedescribedby Mansfield
see text for details. (B) The scheme proposedby Banks et al. (1997), see text for details.

the monocular inputs in the computation of binocular
visual direction. In our model, the left and right eye’s
inputs are weighted according to the spatial uncertainty
associated with their alignment signals. We obtained
empirical support for this model in a second experiment
in which we showed that the magnitude of the contrast-
induced change in visual alignmentwas predicted by the
ratio of the vernier acuities for performing the alignment
task monocularlyin each eye. We also illustratedthat this
model could account for the effect of interocularcontrast
differences on binocular vernier acuity.

THE LOCATIONOF THE CYCLOPEANEYE

We described (Mansfield & Legge, 1996, p. 32) the
change in the perceived relative direction of the mixed-
and equal-contrast targets (as interocular contrast was
varied) as being consistentwith a correspondingchange
in the location of the cyclopean eye.* We agree with
Banks et al. (1997) that, because our experimental task
did not involve judgments relying on egocentric
coordinates, we cannot directly claim that the location
of the cyclopean eye had moved. However, Banks et al.
imply that the movement of the cyclopean eye was a
central findingof our data and subsequentanalysis.It was
not. Our analysis was based upon the orientation of the
line that connectedthe mixed-contrasttarget to the equal-
contrast targets with which it appeared aligned (angle B
in Mansfield& Legge, 1996,Fig. 6). In other words, our
analysis did not depend on whether the change in the

*In Mansfield & Legge (1996) we avoided using the term cyclopean
eye in favor of binoculus. We defined the binoculus to be the
location from which judgments of relative direction are made. At
the time, we considered the binoculus to be equivalent to the the
cyclopean eye.

~At the 1995annualmeeting of the Associationfor Researchin Vision
and Ophthalmology (Mansfield & Legge, 1995) we directly
addressed the issue of the location of the cyclopean eye in our
mixed-contrast experiments. Banks and colleagues’ comments
concerning the cyclopean eye are more relevant to this presenta-
tion.

& Legge (1996),

direction of the binocular visual line was also accom-
panied by a change in the locationof the cyclopeaneye.?

For clarity it helps to make a distinctionbetween the
cyclopean eye and what we call the effective viewpoint.
The cyclopean eye is the perceived location from which
egocentricdirectionjudgments are made, the location of
the perceived “self”. In the laws of visual direction (One,
1991) the visual directions from the monocular images
are transferred to the cyclopean eye. The effective view-
point is the physical location from which objects are
viewed.This distinctionis made clearwhen consideringa
situation in which an observer aligns two features (at
different depths) that are presented only to the left eye.
When the two points are aligned they will physically
point to the left eye (in this case the left eye is the
effectiveviewpoint).However,the observerwill perceive
the points as if they pointed straight to him, to a location
midway between his left and right eyes (the cyclopean
eye) (One, 1991).

In our experiment (Mansfield& Legge, 1996) there is
no doubt that when the mixed- and equal-contrasttargets
appeared aligned, they pointed to a location closer to the
eye seeing the higher contrast image. In our experiment
the effective viewpoint moved. The perceived spatial
layoutof the targetswas as if the scenewas being viewed
from a point shifted towards the eye with the higher
contrast image. Similar results have been reported for
interocular differences in blur (Charnwood, 1949) and
interocular differences in luminance (Charnwood, 1949;
Francis & Harwood, 1951).

The distinction between the cyclopean eye and the
effective viewpoint has been blurred in many studies of
binocularvisual direction (eg Charnwood, 1949;Francis
& Harwood, 1951;Erkelens& van de Grind, 1994).Most
recently, Erkelens et al. (1996) described their binocular
alignment results in terms of a local center of direction,
which couldbe locatedat either the left eye, the right eye,
or midway between the eyes, depending on whether the
alignment targets were in the neighborhood of a
monocularly occluded region. This is functionally
equivalent to our “effective viewpoint”. Their study,
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along with the others listed above, is subject to the same
criticism leveled at our paper by Banks et al. (1997).

THE ROLE OF VERGENCE

The main differencebetween our model (Mansfield&
Legge, 1996)and the model of Banks et al. (1997) is the
role of the vergence state in binocular alignment
judgments. In our model (Mansfield & Legge, 1996)
we assumed that vergence was not an important
parameter when determining the relative directions of
features. Banks et al. (1997) argue that this assumption
was invalid, and they provide a model that includes eye
position in the computationof binocularvisual direction.
The difference between our models is related to the
difference between two generic models for monocular
vernier alignment. In one, the spatial jilter model,
alignment is signaled by oriented spatial filters sensitive
to the offset between the vernier targets (e.g. Wilson,
1986).Such a mechanismcan accountfor the hyperacuity
performance found in vernier acuity tasks. The second
model compares the local sign of the vernier targets.This
mechanism is generally associated with poorer vernier
acuity thresholds.

In our model [shown in Fig. l(A)] the binocular
alignment is determined from relative alignmentcues in
the monocular images that mightbe signaledby a spatial
jilter mechanism.The relativealignmentof pointsp and q
is determined from the relative alignmentbetween these
points in the left and right eyes’ views: L and R. The
binocular alignment,B, is calculatedusing our weighting
rule based on the uncertainties associatedwith L and R,
according to the following expression:*

AB =WAL+(1– W)All (1)

where w determinesthe weightsgiven to the left and right
signals. L and R are constant irrespective of vergence,
and thus this scheme does not depend on the vergence
state of the eyes.

The scheme proposed by Banks et al. is illustrated in
Fig. l(B). Their model does not make use of relative
alignmentcues in the monocularimages. Instead it relies
on the local sign of each feature (i.e., the position with
respect to fixation). The binocular visual directions of
points p and q are determined separately (using a
weighted average of the left and right local signs to
include the effects of contrast), and then their relative
alignment is determined from the difference between
their binocular directions. This can be expressed as
follows:

AB = [w#P+(1– WP)RP]– [w~L~+(1– wq)RcI] (2)

where Wp and Wq determine the weighting used in
calculating the binocular direction of p and q respec-
tively. The valuesLP,RP,L~, and R~ represent the retinal
coordinatesof pointsp and q in the left and right eyes.As
such, the calculation of the relative alignment of the

*This expression is equivalent to that presented in the Appendix of
Mansfield & Legge (1996).

targetsdependson the positionof the eyes. It is important
to note that in the absenceof differentialweightingof the
left and right eyes’ signals, Eqs (1) and (2) become
identical.

The demonstrationsprovided by Banks et al. (1997)
are consistent with their model, clearly showing that
vergence can have a marked influence on the perceived
alignment of targets like”those used in our original
experiments. The Banks et al. finding suggests that
binocularvernier alignmentjudgments are unable to take
advantageof the relativealignmentcues in the monocular
images. This is consistent with the phenomenon of
fisional suppression (McKee et al., 1990; McKee &
Harrad, 1993). When a depth difference is introduced
between the components of a vernier target, binocular
vernier thresholdsdeteriorate(as compared to monocular
vernier acuity using the same stimulus configuration).
McKee & Harrad (1993) explained this effect within a
system where low-frequency binocular mechanisms
suppress the more sensitive alignment signal from
monocular mechanisms. The current findings, however,
suggest that the deterioration in vernier acuity may be
due to binocular judgments of alignment relying on a
local-signmechanism.

Banks et al. (1997) have shown circumstances in
which our relative-alignmentmodel fails to predict the
perceived alignment of the mixed- and equal-contrast
Gaborsused in our originalstudy.However, this does not
necessarily rule out the vergence-independentrelative-
alignment model. Our model may explain binocular
alignment for stimulus configurations in which the
spatial-filtersignal plays a stronger role in the alignment
judgment.For example, the vernier stimuliin our original
study,and in the demonstrationsprovidedby Bankset al.
may be too widely separated to optimally activate a
spatial-filtermechanism. It remains to be seen whether
reducing the vertical separation between the binocular
vernier targets, a manipulation that would presumably
increase the strengthof the monocularalignmentsignals,
will lead to
dependenton

the- perceived alignment
vergence state.

becoming less

CONCLUSION

In stereo depth perception, there is a distinction
between dispar~y and ve~idicaldepth perception. Dis-
parity is determinedfrom differencesin the retinal image
positions,while veridical depth requires disparity and an
additional calibrating factor such as eye position or
vergence. The arguments raised by Banks et al. (1997)
suggest that there is a similar distinction to be made
between visual alignment (i.e., relative direction) and
egocentric visual direction (i.e., absolute direction,
requiring known vergence and egocenter). Our data
speak to the perception of relative direction whereas the
model proposed by Banks et al. addresses absolute
direction.In eithercase, the centralfindingof our original
study still holds. When there are interocular differences
in contrast, the left and right eyes’ direction signals are
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differentially weighted in the binocular computation of
visual direction.
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